THE PROJECT
AIANA VERDE will be a 16-story building with 38
apartments, 42 offices and 7 commercial
premises in one of the most vibrant cities in Latin
America, Medellin, Colombia.
Located in an strategic area of the city under full
urban renovation and just meters away from the
Bicentenario’s tram link station, it promises to be
sold in a hurry due to its amazing features!
It outstands because it will be the first middleclass – sustainable building in Medellin’s
downtown, with much lower prices than the
upscale el Poblado Neighbourhood, but with
countless benefits.
Vertical gardens, solar panels, reuse of rain
water, saving devices, and sustainable mobility
are among the many features that this project will
offer to its inhabitants when is concluded in 2021.

WHAT WE ALREADY HAVE
►

The land on which the project will be built belongs 100%
to EXERGY, without any kind of mortgage or limitation.

►

Architectural, structural, electrical and plumbing network
designs are already done.

►

A sales room already built , ready to start the pre-sales
stage of the properties (apartments, offices and
commercial premises)

WHAT WE ALREADY HAVE
► Advertising campaign, sales pieces and marketing

strategy.
► Expectation campaign for the project, including

Instagram and Facebook accounts.
Instagram: @aianaverde
Facebook: aianaverde
Website: www.aianaverde.com.co
► A database of potential customers who have registered

to be the first in line to purchase one of the properties.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -------INCOME
SALE OF 38 APARTAMENTS
SALE OF 42 OFFICES
SALE OF COMMERCIAL PREMISES
SALE OF PARKING LOTS

TOTAL INCOME

2.876.874 €
44,20%
2.642.092 €
40,59%
813.472 €
12,50%
176.232 €
2,71%
- €
0,00%
----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------$

6.508.670,29

100,00%

-------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------

EXPENSES

PROJECT´S
FEASIBILITY

€

CONSTRUCTION

INDIRECT COSTS
Technical designs
Banks and Trust funds
Legal Expenses
Taxes (Housing, construction)
Management expenses
Sales Expenses
Advertising
After-sale expenses
Unforeseen expenses

LAND
Land No.1
Interests
Land No.2
Fiscal optimization
Urban development obligations
Interest on financing of obligations

3.732.464

57,35%

786.632 €

12,09%

153.891 €
31.000 €
95.079 €
110.329 €
159.383 €
102.809 €
95.003 €
22.757 €
16.382 €

2,36%
0,48%
1,46%
1,70%
2,45%
1,58%
1,46%
0,35%
0,25%

834.456
381.159 €
9.818 €
426.087 €
17.391 €

12,82%
5,86%
0,15%
6,55%

188.406

2,89%
2,45%

Urban equipment

TOTAL OUTCOME
PROFIT

159.420 €
- €
28.986 €

0,00%
0,45%
----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------5.541.958 €
966.712 €

14,85%

EQUITY NEEDED
As shown, the total expenses of the Project amount to € 5.5 Million Euros, to
cover the construction costs and the indirect costs such as taxes, sales
expenses, legal expenses and others.
We require a total amount of
financial closure of the project.

€3 Million Euros

to get the

Our offer is to divide this amount into 30 “Investment Packages”, each one
totalling €100.000 Euros.
The investment will be used mainly during the construction of the project which
lasts 18 months.
We offer an annual rate of return of 8%, and the total devolution of the equity
after 24 months.

OUR GUARANTEES

Exergy Team at UK Office

►

The first guarantee we can offer to our investor
is the transference of the land title ownership.
This property is valued to an amount of 1 Million
Euros is located on an excellent middle-class
neighbourhood close to everything and with a
high chance of gaining value over the time

►

Secondly, we propose a flexible investment
model, with instalments to be paid in
accordance to the advance of the construction in
the 2 years that last the project.

►

The project will be coordinated by Exergy Ltd,
which is based in Coventry, UK, and has broad
experience in projects related to low carbon
emissions, buildings retrofitting, green buildings
and sustainability. Besides, we have a
committed and multidisciplinary team of
professionals in Colombia, that will make this
project a reality. It will be the beginning of many
more similar projects.

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
+ 44 (0) 247 623 6151 (UK)
+ 57 (4) 501 70 21 (Colombia)
ventas@aianaverde.com.co
@aianaverde
aianaverde
aianaverde.com.co

